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Abstract
The correct control of gene expression is essential for the proper development of organisms. Abnormal expression
of genes can lead to cancerous growth and certain diseases. To understand how gene expression is controlled on a
genome-wide scale, methods for assaying transcription factor binding sites are required. There are two prevailing
techniques for mapping protein^ chromatin interactions, ChIP (chromatin immunoprecipitation) and DamID
(DNA adenine methyltransferase identification). Both of these methods, when combined with microarray technol-
ogy, can provide powerful insights into transcription factor function, higher order chromatin structure and gene
regulatory networks. In vivo chromatin profiling studies are now being performed on model organisms, targeting
specific tissues to help generate more accurate maps of protein^DNA interactions.
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INTRODUCTION
Musicians in an orchestra have to play notes and

chords in a timely and coordinatedmanner to produce

a beautiful piece of music. Similarly, transcription

factors must regulate the expression of genes in

a timely and coordinated manner to enable cells to

differentiate and to perform their proper develop-

mental or physiological function, be it differentiating

into a neuron, transporting ions or secreting insulin. In

humans, specific diseases and the onset of certain

cancers are associated with the disruption of the

normal function of transcription factors, histone-

modifying enzymes or DNA repair proteins.

To gain a comprehensive understanding of how

gene regulatory networks control cellular behaviour,

physical mapping of chromatin-associated proteins

and chromatin modifications is required. There are

two main techniques for mapping these interactions,

chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and DNA

adenine methyltransferase identification (DamID).

These methods, when coupled with microarray

technology provide a powerful approach to profile

chromatin modifications or protein–chromatin inter-

actions on a genome-wide scale.

Many model organism genomes, such as mouse,

Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans, are now fully

sequenced and annotated; this information allows

high density DNA microarrays to be designed that

tile the entire genome of these organisms. This

technology allows the mapping of all binding sites of

a chromatin-associated protein in a single experi-

ment. While in vitro analysis of protein–DNA

interactions can provide important insights, in vivo
studies give a more accurate representation of the

endogenous binding of proteins to DNA. This

review provides an overview of in vivo chromatin

profiling techniques, focusing in particular on their

use in model organisms.

ChIP-chip
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was first

described in a study examining the binding of

histone H4 to the Drosophilahsp70 gene [1]. Solomon

and colleagues cross-linked proteins to genomic

DNA using formaldehyde, fragmented the DNA and

immunoprecipitated the histone–DNA complex

using an antibody to histone H4. The DNA was
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then probed on a Southern blot to identify regions of

the hsp70 gene that histone H4 is associated with.

The immunoprecipitated DNA can also be analysed

by quantitative PCR [2], however the combination

of ChIP with DNA microarrays (ChIP-chip) allows

the rapid mapping of protein–DNA interactions over

multiple genomic loci in a single experiment [3].

Figure 1A is a schematic of how ChIP-chip is

performed.

ChIP-chip has been extensively used in yeast for

studying genome-wide transcription factor binding

[3, 4] and dynamics of transcription factor binding

[5, 6]. Furthermore, the analysis of chromatin

structure, histone modification and DNA repair has

benefited from ChIP-chip technology [7–12]. The

use of antibodies that can recognize specific

modifications on histones (e.g. methylation or

acetylation) has allowed the correlation of gene

activity with histone modifications [8] and the

identification of histone landscapes that

correspond to distinct regions of the genomic

scaffold, such as promoter regions or coding

sequence [9].

To date, the greater part of ChIP-chip experi-

ments have been performed on cell lines, however,

there are an increasing number of tissue and

organismal studies in several different model systems.

Recently, Ercan and colleagues mapped the binding

of two components of the dosage compensation

complex (which equalizes the expression of X-linked

genes between sexes) at high resolution

throughout the whole genome of C. elegans by

performing ChIP on embryos [13]. In Drosophila
there have been several studies using embryonic

material, including the analysis of the location of

heat-shock factors [14] and of dorso-ventral pattern-

ing transcription factors on a genome-wide

scale [15]. In vertebrates, there have been studies

of histone modifications in zebrafish embryos [12]

and a recent comparison of transcription factor

binding in humans and mice used liver tissue

for ChIP profiling [16]. Last but not least, this

technique is now established in Arabidopsis and has

been used to map the binding of TGA2 at high

resolution across the whole genome [17].

ChIP-chip allows identification of regions of

DNA that are bound by an endogenous

protein and is especially effective for mapping

chromatin proteins with specific modifications.

However, it relies on the availability of a

highly specific antibody against the protein of

interest, which is not required by the next technique

to be discussed.

DamID
An alternative chromatin profiling method is DNA

adenine methyltransferase identification (DamID).

First described by Bas van Steensel and Steven

Henikoff [18, 19], it entails the tethering of an

Escherichia coli DNA adenine methyltransferase (Dam)

to the DNA or chromatin-associated protein of

choice. When the fusion protein is expressed, it

binds to chromatin and the Dam methylates the

adenine in surrounding GATC sites. This methyla-

tion can extend to several kilobases from the binding

site [19] and leaves a signature on the DNA that can

be analysed by post-processing of the extracted

genomic DNA using the DpnI restriction enzyme

(only cuts at methylated GATC sites) followed by

PCR-mediated amplification [20, 21] (Figure 1B).

Dam is a highly active enzyme, which can result in

non-specific methylation of DNA when the protein

is not tethered. Therefore, to compensate for this,

a parallel control experiment is performed expressing

the Dam protein alone. After genomic DNA

processing, specific binding of the protein is detected

as enrichment in the experimental sample over the

control, either by quantitative PCR or most

commonly using tiling microarrays.

DamID was initially developed for use in

Drosophila [18], using a non-induced heat-shock

promoter to drive expression either in cell culture or

in the organism by producing transgenics.

Chromatin profiling of Myc, Max, Mad/Mnt [22],

Hairy [23], GAGA [24] and HP1 [24–26] have been

performed using DamID in Drosophila cell culture.

The system has been adapted for use in mammalian

cell culture [27] using a non-induced expression

vector and also by using a lentiviral system [28].

Later, whole organism studies in Drosophila
utilized a non-induced GAL4 responsive promoter

[29] to drive expression in transgenic embryos

[23, 30, 31]. Tiling arrays covering the entire

euchromatic genome allowed a comprehensive

mapping of the transcription factors Prospero and

Even-skipped in the developing Drosophila embryo

[30, 31]. These studies showed that Prospero acts as

binary switch between neural stem cell renewal and

differentiation [30] and that Even-skipped directly

regulated genes controlling the electrical properties

of neurons [31]. Additionally, DamID has also been
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successfully set up and utilized in Arabidopsis to test

targets of LHP1 [32].

DamID has the advantage that a specific antibody

is not required; Dam itself is small (32 kDa) and it can

be fused to either end of a protein [18]. DamID can

detect indirect interactions of proteins with DNA.

However, because Dam is highly active, expression

levels of the fusion protein have to be kept at a very

Figure 1: ChIP-chip and DamID experimental design. (A) ChIP-chip technique. Protein-DNA complexes are cross-
linkedusing formaldehyde.The cell extract is then sonicated to fragment the DNA (to�1kb or smaller) and incubated
with an antibody (usually a polyclonal antibody) to your protein of interest (small circles).The protein-DNA complex
is then immunopurified to enrich the sample for DNA fragments corresponding to the binding regions of the protein
of interest. A control sample is also prepared, either using the total DNA (from before immunopurification) or by
immunopurifying with a non-specific antibody. The experimental and control samples can then be labelled with
different fluorophores and hybridised to microarrays. (B) DamID technique. A fusion protein consisting of DNA
adenine methyltransferase (Dam) and the protein of interest is expressed at low levels. The DNA surrounding the
site of binding is methylated and after extraction, the genomic DNA is cut with DpnI (cuts at methylated GATC
sites). The methylated DNA (shown as the grey DNA) is then amplified using ligation-mediated PCR and labelled
ready for hybridisation to microarrays. A parallel experiment, expressing Dam only, is performed to control for
non-specific methylation.Figure adapted from [43].
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low level, enough to methylate wild-type sites

but not so much that the system becomes saturated

from non-specific methylation. Presently, this

means that in transgenic organisms, expression

of Dam has to be very low and ubiquitous.

The disadvantages and possible improvements of

the technique are discussed later.

DNAMICROARRAYS FOR
CHROMATIN PROFILING
Early ChIP-chip and DamID experiments made

use of spotted cDNA arrays [19, 22]. This progressed

to using tiling arrays that cover all intergenic

regions of the yeast genome [3] and specific regions

of the Drosophila genome [8, 14, 24] generated

by spotting PCR amplicons. The invention of

maskless array synthesis [33, 34] has allowed the

generation of high density oligonucleotide arrays

with up to �390,000 features per array (Nimblegen

Systems). Using this technology, high resolution

whole genome ChIP and DamID has been

performed on human cells [35], Arabidopsis [17],

Drosophila embryos [30] and C. elegans embryos [13].

Full genome arrays for mouse, rat, dog, chicken,

yeast and E. coli are also available. Agilent

Technologies generate high density spotted oligo-

nucleotide tiling arrays for chromatin profiling

studies. These have included the mapping of key

transcription factors involved in human embryonic

stem cell maintenance [36] and of transcription

factors governing dorso-ventral patterning in

Drosophila [15]. For zebrafish, Wardle and colleagues

[12] have designed promoter tiling arrays in con-

junction with Agilent for ChIP-chip experiments.

The scale and availability of tiling arrays is

becoming less of a limiting factor for comprehensive

chromatin profiling experiments with the present

and continuing advancement of microarray synthesis

technologies.

ChIP VERSUS DamID
ChIP-chip and DamID have their respective

advantages and disadvantages, some of which have

been highlighted in previous reviews [37, 38].

Advantages of ChIP include its capacity to map

proteins with specific post-translational modifications

(e.g. histones), its potential to pinpoint binding to

within a few hundred base pairs and that, in tissues or

whole organisms, it detects the interactions of the

endogenous protein (which is expressed at its

correct level and location). The disadvantages are

the necessity for a specific antibody to the protein,

false positive results from cross-linking artefacts

and the technical problems inherent in trying to

detect transient or indirect interactions between

proteins and the DNA.

DamID does not require a protein-specific anti-

body, it works well for detecting indirect interactions

with chromatin, it produces wide and robust

signatures in tiling array experiments and also

allows a lot of flexibility in analysing the effects of

protein mutations and truncations on DNA-binding

activity. However, there are disadvantages, which

include the risk that the Dam fusion may act

differently to the endogenous protein and the

present inability to target expression spatially and

temporally in transgenic organisms (discussed in

more detail below). This restriction currently

means that the fusion protein is ubiquitously

expressed at low levels in the organism resulting in

its presence in tissues where it is not usually

expressed. Furthermore, if a particular time

window is being studied, previous interactions of

the protein with DNA may still be detected due to

the constant accumulation of adenine methylation

throughout the lifespan of the organism.

Therefore, if a specific antibody is available,

ChIP-chip provides a robust technique for chroma-

tin profiling. However, if there is no antibody

available, DamID presents a good option for

mapping the binding of a protein to chromatin and

also provides flexibility to study mutations and

truncations of the protein of interest.

THE FUTURE FORCHROMATIN
PROFILINGTECHNOLOGIES IN
MODELORGANISMS
The standard ChIP technique requires a protein-

specific antibody, however there is a method that can

circumvent this and provide superior signal-to-noise

ratios. This involves generating a tagged version

of the protein that can be biotinylated, allowing

the protein–DNA complex to be pulled down

by the strong biotin–avidin interaction [39].

The strength of the biotin–avidin interaction permits

much stronger washes and has been shown

to improve the sensitivity of ChIP-chip experiments

[40]. This robust system could be exploited in

model organisms by either introducing the tag
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into the endogenous locus by homologous recom-

bination or by inserting a transgene that contains the

tagged gene under its own promoter.

DamID is open to several modes of modification;

it has already been useful in mapping long range

interactions of chromatin [41] and for studying

the effects of single mutations in human CBX1 on its

ability to bind chromatin [27]. Vogel and colleagues

elegantly show that single specific mutations cause a

partial loss of CBX1 binding whilst the double

mutation causes a total loss. This principal of

modifying, mutating or truncating a Dam fusion

protein can be utilized to study indirect protein–

DNA interactions and also for the identification of

co-factors.

As previously mentioned, the current use of

DamID in transgenic organisms involves a contin-

uous ubiquitous low level expression of the fusion

protein (due to the high activity of the methyl-

transferase). In Drosophila, the UAS/GAL4 system

[29, 42] provides a high degree of flexibility for

expressing transgenes both spatially and temporally.

The levels of expression generated by this system are

too high for Dam fusion proteins; if driven with

GAL4, the background methylation is too high and

is toxic to the flies (T. Southall and A. Brand,

unpublished data). However, a method to combine

DamID and the versatility of the GAL4 system

would be a welcome advancement in the field,

possibly by altering the activity of the Dam or by

reducing the relative amount of protein expressed.

This would allow chromatin profiling experiments

to be performed in specific tissues or even within

specific cell types without the need for dissection

or a specific antibody.

BUILDING GENEREGULATORY
NETWORKS
The wealth of expression array and chromatin

profiling data is permitting researchers to build and

study epigenetic and genetic regulatory networks

[43]. Much of the groundwork in this field has been

done in yeast [3, 5, 6, 44] elucidating networks

that include autoregulatary loops, feed-forward

loops, convergent targets and regulatory chains

(Figure 2). These network features originate from

transcription factors regulating their own expression

and the expression of other transcription factors.

To build these networks in model organisms,

data can be collated from chromatin profiling

experiments, expression arrays, expression patterns,

binding-site motif discovery, mutant analysis and

protein-protein interaction data (Figure 2).

The sheer quantity of data involved provides a

considerable bioinformatic challenge. Strong colla-

borations between biologists and bioinformaticians

will be essential for integrating and optimizing the

potential of these data.

Although studies of yeast regulatory networks

have been invaluable, there lie great challenges

and rewards in mapping transcriptional networks

in metazoans. In model organisms, such as mouse,

Drosophila and C. elegans, transcriptional networks

controlling development and disease can be studied,

however this does mean working with larger,

more complicated genomes. There are approxi-

mately 260 yeast transcription factors, some of

which have the potential to bind to up to 200

target promoters [44]. This in itself permits the

existence of highly complex networks, but is put

into perspective, in considering that in humans

(where intergenic sequences form a large part of

the genome) there are nearly 2000 transcription

factors [45] of which some, such as CREB, are

predicted to bind to 19 000 loci [46]. Despite

this enormous challenge, progress has already

been made by the ENCODE (ENCyclopedia Of

DNA Elements) Project [47, 48]. This project aims

to identify all functional elements in the human

genome by the generation and integration

of functional data from numerous and diverse

experiments. These experiments include ChIP-chip

examination of specific factors and chromatin

modifications, full genome transcriptome analysis

and genome sequence comparisons with other

species. The ENCODE pilot study, covering 1% of

the genome, is now completed [48] and has

enhanced the knowledge of human genome

function in several key areas.

Studies of gene regulatory networks in

C. elegans have been facilitated by the development

of high-throughput, gene-centred protein–DNA

interaction mapping methods. Using a Gateway

compatible yeast one-hybrid system [49], Deplancke

and colleagues [50] were able to map the

283 interactions of 117 proteins with 72 C. elegans
digestive tract gene promoters. In parallel, the

C. elegans Promoterome is being developed [51],

which presently consists of 6000 promoters

cloned into Gateway vectors. This provides an

excellent resource for expression pattern analysis,
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yeast one-hybrid and promoter manipulation

experiments.

Together with projects like ENCODE, the

discovery and mapping of gene regulatory

networks in model organisms will make an impor-

tant contribution to deciphering human regulatory

networks and for their future manipulation

for therapeutic purposes. Chromatin profiling meth-

ods and microarray technologies are helping

to accelerate the studies of transcriptional control

and regulatory networks. However, the improve-

ment of these techniques is making the acquisition

of data less of a limiting factor. The next

great challenge will be the interpretation of

this information and its integration with other

data sets.
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